
CICM Advisory Council – Election Rules 

(1) Nominees, proposers and voters must be current, fully paid up Members 

(MCICM or MCICM(Grad)) or Fellows (FCICM or FCICM(Grad)) of the 

Institute. 

(2) Nominees for the position of Regional Representative (and their proposers) 
must belong to a branch within the nominated region. 

(3) Completed online nomination forms must be submitted by 17:00 on 
Tuesday 3 April 2018. 

(4) The Institute has expressly ruled that any canvassing for votes should be 
carried out by individual candidates themselves with no help from CICM 

branches or from CICM HQ. It follows that branch mailings on behalf of 
individual candidates, and any canvassing by or for individual candidates 

on branch pages (includes any CICM forums (including CICM LinkedIn 
Groups, CICM Twitter and CICM Facebook accounts), is not permissible. 

(5) No member of the Advisory Council can be involved in the governance of 
any other association whose activity might, in the opinion of the Executive 

Board, encroach on, or compete with, the work of the Institute.  

(6) Candidates can be nominated to represent more than one category and the 

result of the election will determine their role, if any, on the Advisory 
Council. 

(7) In order to address the situation where a successful candidate could be 
appointed as a member of the Advisory Council under more than one 

category, appointments are made with priority being given to those 
categories for which all members were eligible to vote.   

Where a candidate wins in more than one category, the highest % is used 

from the 4 main categories to select the category the candidate will 
represent and they are removed from all other categories (including regions 
if applicable) – moving the 4th place candidates up to 3rd place, if the 2nd or 

3rd place candidates are also successful in another category, then the 
remaining candidates move up until 3 representatives are elected. 

Once members are elected from the main categories, the regional 
representatives are selected based on the same % criteria as above.   

If you have any queries, please email elections@cicm.com or call the CICM 

Goverance team on +44 (0)1780 722912. 
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